






















o NASA has initiated research activities toward quiet supersonic flight.
o Reduction of sonic boom ground signature.
o Constraints during takeoff and landing at subsonic speeds must be satisfied.
o Use computational aeroacoustics (CAA) tools to assess new designs.
o First part of a systematic validation effort in jet noise prediction capability for 















o Small Hot Jet Acoustic Rig (SHJAR), which is located in the 










o Baseline axisymmetric convergent Small Metal Chevron 
(SMC000) nozzle at Set Point 7 (SP7)









































• Permeable	Surface	Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings Propagation	(FWH)
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Computational	Methodology



































54	% < ∆,-./ < 55	%∆,-./ = ,1,23	 − ,-./
Jet	Case	SP	7
baseline coarse refined




Number	Eddies	(SEM) - 5000 5000
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Computational	Methodology












∆3 = 1 5 1079 [s]	;	
time	steps	>	30000
final	Hybrid	
RANS/LES∆3 = 1 5 1079 [s]
















o Baseline (256 M)
o Coarse   (  28 M)
o Refined  (106 M)
o Seven point overlap 
o No orphan points
o Minimum stencil quality 0.9







o Circumferential refinement in 
axial and radial direction 







o Circumferential refinement in 
axial and radial direction 
Bres et. al. (AIAA-2015-2535)
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Structured	Overset	Grid	System
o Circumferential refinement in 
axial and radial direction 


















shear 0.5 – 25.0 10.50







shear 0.5 – 25.0 1134

















































o Indicator function fd indicates 
RANS or LES mode.
o Stays in RANS mode in nozzle 
interior and quickly transitions to 
LES downstream of nozzle lip
o Retains large eddy viscosity 
throughout the boundary layer
DE = 1	 − 12	 1	 − tanh JE EKLMM − E0
dwall :	walldistance
d0 :	transition	distance	(user)	JE :	blending	(user)












o Quasi-2D waffle cone 
structures at nozzle exit
o Size of turbulent structures 
appears to be too large inside 
nozzle 
o Structures deep in the 
boundary layer show very little 
azimuthal variation
o Features are elongated and 
too highly correlated in both 
the streamwise and azimuthal 
direction
o Do we have realistic, fully 





o Near field turbulent statistics computed from DDES, RANS-
NLES and RANS-NLES-SEM models for comparison with PIV 
data from the SHJAR
























































































































































































































Far-Field	Comparison:	Band-Limited	OASPL	(0.08 ≤ -3 ≤ 8.0)Computational	Results	– Far-Field
WRONG	PICTURE
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FWH (1 window dSt = 0.008)
FWH (5 windows dSt = 0.02)



















FWH (1 window dSt = 0.008)
FWH (5 windows dSt = 0.02)



















FWH (1 window dSt = 0.008)
FWH (5 windows dSt = 0.02)



















FWH (1 window dSt = 0.008)
FWH (5 windows dSt = 0.02)



















o Grey-Zone-Problem	is	still	an	issueDE = 1	 − 12	 1	 − tanh JE EKLMM − E0 dwall :	walldistanced0 :	transition	distance	(user)	JE :	blending	(user)
Hybrid	RANS/NLES







































C1 =	10 C1 =	25
C1 =	50
η distance from the wall
η0 controlls where the blending starts
C1 controlls the blending “width“
Synthetic	Eddy	Method	(SEM)
Jarrin, N. (2006) – A Synthetic-eddy-method for generationg inflow conditions for LES
1. Define a Box of eddies with:
2. Generate for each eddy k random vectors for the location xk and intensity εk
3. Compute the velocity signal on the set of Points S with:
4. Convect the eddies through B with velocity Uref
5. Generate new locations xk and intensities for eddies which were convected out of B.































• Higher order methods
• Curvilinear grid generation
• Wall modeling
• LES/DES/ILES Turbulence
• HEC (optimizations, accelerators, 
etc) Kiris at al. AST-2016 and AIAA-2014-0070 
Prismatic Layers
Structured 
Curvilinear
Navier-Stokes
Unstructured 
Arbitrary Polyhedral
Navier-Stokes
Structured 
Cartesian AMR
Navier-
Stokes
Lattice
Boltzmann
Actuator Disk
Models
